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“David, are you trying to embarrass me?” Burke got a little annoyed. “Lord Burke, you 
do your thing, and I’ll justeat my food. 

Isn’t it good that we don’t interfere with each other?” David stopped eating and lookedup 
at Burke. The two looked at each other. Even though everyone thought Burke was 
about to become hostile, he did not attack David immediately. Instead, he turned his 
head and said, “Very good! I’ll remember this.” Burke’s performance made everyone’s 
jaws drop to the floor. ‘Is Burke giving in? ‘Everyone knows Burke’s temperament. ‘He 
won’t give in even when he’s facing Fergus. “Just what does this kid have?’ Everyone 
looked at David in surprise. Fergus and Mia were no exception. Then, David just smiled 
and continued eating his food. Burke had not regained his composure at this point. He 
sensed a serious threat in David’s eyes just now. David was hiding his strength, and he 
was not just a partial Cosmos Ranker like he had previously shown. As for what 
strength he was at, Burke could not tell, but David was definitely stronger than him. 
David might be at least a mid-Cosmos Ranker or even a late Cosmos Ranker. ‘No 
wonder he dared to disrespect Fergus. “This kid is playing dumb to take advantage of 
us, and I almost fell for it.’ Burke could sense that David was not very old and should be 
no more than a hundred years old. Who would believe David could reach mid- or even 
late Cosmos Rank at this age if he did not have a background? He said he had been 
exploring outside for many years and had not returned since, but how was that 
possible? Burke was sure that he was an heir that a major force was cultivating in 
secret because he was too talented, which was why he was being hidden. Now that he 
was strong enough, he was finally let out. ‘I should let Fergus fight David. I don’t want to 
get involved in this mess,’ Burke decided in his heart. Even if he was irascible and 
would always retort against others, it would also depend on who the other party was. He 
was not an idiot. David was clearly more powerful than him in terms of strength and 
background. Wouldn’t he be creating trouble for himself if he decided to fight David 
head-on? Burke did not turn hostile, so the others did not care about this anymore 
either. However, Fergus was looking at David with a strange look in his eyes. Mia 
summoned her team and started the performance in the hall. After the song, everyone 
was still mesmerized by Mia’s dance. Clap clap clap! “Wonderful! As expected of you, 
Dance Fairy. I won’t get bored even if I watch this dance ten thousand times more,” 
Burke said while applauding. Clap clap clap! Everyone was applauding passionately. 
David was also clapping. Mia was dancing a different dance this time, but the dance 
was still very attractive. He wondered if Mia was born with this talent, or if she had 
learned to do this. After the dance, the small banquet came to an end. Today was just 
an appetizer. The main course would be the huge banquet a week later. David was 
arranged to stay in a private residence. After Burke looked at David and discovered his 
strength, he became very courteous toward him. After all, power was everything in this 
world. David sat on the chair and opened the system panel. 
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(Combat: Partial Cosmos Rank (Combat Skills : Void Punch (Entry Level), Air Crushing 
Slap (Entry Level), Evil-Splitting SwordTechnique (Entry Level) (Skills: Ancient 
Traditional Medicine (Expert) (Lavish Points: 20) He only had a pitiful 20 lavish points 
left. 

Most importantly, there was no way to spend money to increase lavish points now. 

If he wanted his physique to break through to CelestialRank, he needed at least one 
thousand lavish points, which was equal to one hundred billion Galaxy Dollars . How 
could he spend this much money? Improving other combat skills also required 100 
lavish points for each level. He could spend money online shopping, but it would be too 
little. One hundred million Galaxy Dollars could buy many things, but it would still take 
him some effort to spend all of it. However, it would be useless only to get one extra 
lavish point. Therefore, online shopping was not feasible. There had to be another way 
to do it. It cost 30 billion to buy the Earth, and he used 10 billion to ask the Meteor 
Chamber to monitor the Tuffin family, Suddenly, David’s eyes lit up. He could no longer 
replicate buying the Earth with 30 billion Galaxy Dollars, but he could ask the Meteor 
Chamber to monitor the Tuffin family further. The Meteor Chamber’s expensive fee was 
exactly what he needed. Hence, David used the system to hide his location and started 
contacting the Meteor Chamber. David: (Hello, did the Tuffin family make any moves 
recently?] The Meteor Chamber: (Hello, honorable guest, Grandmaster Tuffin and the 
Milky Way Battleship did not make any moves recently. If there are any updates, we will 
inform you at once.] David: [Alright, thank you. I want to hire the Meteor Chamber to do 
something else, is that okay?] The Meteor Chamber: (Please state your request. We at 
the Meteor Chamber will accept anything within the Milky Way.) David: (Anything?) The 
Meteor Chamber: (Yes, anything. ] David: [I want to kill Grandmaster Tuffin, do you 
accept this?) After David asked this, he waited nervously. If the Meteor Chamber could 
do this, the Earth’s crisis would be temporarily averted. At the same time, he could gain 
a lot of lavish points, and his strength would improve drastically. It would be killing two 
birds with one stone. Soo, the Meteor Chamber replied. The Meteor Chamber: [We can, 
but it will cost you a lot.) David was excited. ‘Haha, the Meteor Chamber is so bad*ss! 
They will even accept this!’ As for the price, they said it would cost him a lot, but he had 
a quadrillion Galaxy Dollars! Would it be more than that? Besides, even if the Meteor 
Chamber wanted all of it, David would agree without hesitation. How many lavish points 
would he get if he spent all quadrillion Galaxy Dollars? If they were all used to improve 
his combat power, wouldn’t David be unbeatable in this galaxy? Where else would he 
find such a good opportunity? ‘Why didn’t I think of it when I was on Earth?’ David 
wanted to slap himself. If he could think about this when he was on Earth, he would not 
need to leave Earth. David : [How much? You can directly state the number, and I will 
agree.) David replied proudly. However, the following answer from the Meteor Chamber 



made David feel like he had plunged into hell straight from heaven. The Meteor 
Chamber: [I’m sorry, honorable guest. We will no longer accept money for the 
assassination of Grandmaster Tuffin. You can only pay with other treasures of heaven 
and earth or the most precious materials in the starry sky.] ‘Um…’ The heat in David’s 
heart was chilled by a bucket full of cold water. ‘I can’t f*cking pay for it with money?’ 
Just now, he was still fantasizing about getting countless lavish points and being 
invincible in the Milky Way. Now, he had been directly slapped in the face by reality. He 
knew this matter would not be so simple. David : [What treasures of heaven and earth 
or precious materials are we talking about?] David continued asking, feeling reluctant. 
The Meteor Chamber: (What do you have now?] David : (I have a lot with me now. You 
can name one and I’ll see if I have it.] The Meteor Chamber: (Do you have any Nine 
Turning Star Iron? We only need ikg of that, and then we will kill Grandmaster Tuffin for 
you.] David was confused. ‘What the f*ck is a Nine Turning Star Iron? ‘I’ve never heard 
of it before. Where should I get this?’ 
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The Meteor Chamber’s answer directly crushed David’s idea of spending money to 
killGrandmaster Tuffin. However, although he could not do it in one go, it broadened 
David’s perspective. 

The Meteor Chamber was definitely a great avenue to spend his money. 

David was notafraid of revealing his position due to the system’s concealment. In any 
case, all he needed now was lavish points. So, he would just buy some information from 
the Meteor Chamber. He would definitely spend money faster this way than through any 
other method. What David lacked the most right now was time. Grandmaster Tuffin 
might head to Earth at any time, so he had to have the strength to compete with 
Grandmaster Tuffin before that, or he would need to find a way to delay Grandmaster 
Tuffin. Moreover, the Meteor Chamber had to know much more about the inside story of 
the Milky Way than Mia. In this case, it would not be a bad thing to obtain more 
information. David thought for a while and then replied: (Forget about assassinating 
Grandmaster Tuffin, the price is too high, but what’s the price for assassinating the 
direct descendants of the Tuffin family?] The Meteor Chamber: (It’ll depend on who it is. 
Everyone’s talent and status are different, so the price will naturally differ. You need to 
tell me the target’s name, and then we will evaluate and tell you the specific price.) 
David did not know the Tuffin family’s direct descendants. ‘Forget about the 
assassination. ‘Not everyone is like Pavan after all. ‘Who can be sure that there is no 
one with a decent mindset and work ethic among the Tuffin family’s direct 
descendants?* David was not the kind of person who would kill the enemy’s entire 
family without any scruples because of hatred. He had received higher education on 
Earth and was also deeply influenced by the laws of the Earth. David would never be 



soft on whoever should be killed, but he would not be able to kill those who were 
innocent. He also could not live up to the famous words of those ancient heroes, They 
would rather kill a thousand by mistake than let one go. Therefore, David was destined 
never to be a hero, Of course, he genuinely did not want to be a hero in his heart. He 
just wanted to be an ordinary person who could protect his home and his lover. As for 
why he did not ask Nine and lone this question, it was because he would not believe a 
word from them. That being the case, he would just spend his money on some behind-
the-scenes news about the Milky Way! Next, David began to ask about some hidden 
information in the Milky Way. Basically, it was all about the major forces and the Milky 
Way Empire. David had thought the Meteor Chamber would not do deal inside 
information about the Milky Way Empire. After all, the Milky Way Empire was the most 
massive force in the Milky Way, and they governed everything in the galaxy. However, 
the result surprised him. As the Meteor Chamber said, as long as David could pay, then 
they would accept every task within the galaxy. This even included assassinating the 
people in the Royal Family of the Milky Way Empire. Regardless of whether they were 
successful or not, the Meteor Chamber still needed immense courage to dare to say 
such a thing. That was when David discovered that the Meteor Chamber was not afraid 
of the Milky Way Empire. ‘What kind of power is this?’ There was also such a force on 
Earth that would take people’s money and eliminate disasters for them: the Underworld 
Alliance. However, they would dare not say that they would do anything on Earth if they 
had enough money. They still would not freely provoke Somerland and Falconia. If the 
Meteor Chamber dared to say such a thing, it proved that its strength was absolutely not 
to be underestimated. It was impossible for the Milky Way Empire not to know the 
existence of the Meteor Chamber, but the fact that they still had not gotten rid of the 
latter was somewhat thought-provoking. 

 


